Raman spectroscopy insight into Norovirus encapsulation in Bombyx mori cypovirus cubic microcrystals.
Protein and amino acid structures of Norovirus-like particles (NoVLP) have been investigated by Raman spectroscopy before and after encapsulation into Bombyx mori cypovirus (BmCPV) cubic microcrystals, which are usually referred to as cubes or polyhedra. Two different types of tag were used in co-expression, namely VP3 and H1 tags. VP3 tag is derived from a capsid protein VP4 from BmCPV and H1 tag is N-terminal α-helix of BmCPV polyhedrin, respectively. A major capsid protein VP1 of NoVLP G11.4 was fused with H1 or VP3 tags, and then encapsulated into BmCPV polyhedra. Analyses of the spectroscopic data permitted the assignment of conformation-sensitive Raman bands to viral amino acid constituents and the observation of structural similarities or differences between differently tagged samples. Three separate Raman zones were attentioned, namely, the ring-mode structure region (1000-1500 cm-1), the CO and CC double-bond region and its surroundings (1500-1750 cm-1), and the high-frequency CH stretching region (2800-3100 cm-1). Structural fingerprints could be found in specific spectral zones for differently co-expressed samples. One clear characteristic of the H1-tagged VP1 polyhedra was the increase in tyrosine fraction, which played a critical role in binding neighboring strands through its unpaired negatively charged COO- sites. This feature could consistently be detected in different regions, but it was best represented by Raman signals associated with negatively charged COO- sites and H1 helices in the double-bond region. Such peculiar chemical features were revealed by two relatively broad bands at 1570 and 1630 cm-1, which were assigned to COO- anti-symmetric stretching and amide I in 310-helix extensions to α-helices at N-termini, respectively. These specific features did not display in the spectrum of the VP3-tagged VP1 polyhedra. Concurrently, a strong reduction of CH bond Raman signal was noticed in the high frequency stretching region of the Raman spectrum upon H1-tagged VP1 polyhedra. The Raman activity most strikingly also represented fingerprints of tagged NoVLP VP1 after its encapsulation into BmCPV polyhedra, opening thus the possibility to in situ advanced experiments in the fields of drug delivery and regenerative medicine.